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No formal action is required by Commission at this time.

Tonight’s presentation is an opportunity for Commission to learn more about the City’s Vision Zero work and provide feedback to staff.
Path to Vision Zero Action Plan in Bellevue

City Council approved VISION ZERO Resolution December 7, 2015

Transportation Commission transmitted VISION ZERO recommendation to Council March 7, 2016

City Council initiated VISION ZERO Comprehensive Plan Amendment March 7, 2016

Transportation staff introduced VISION ZERO to Planning Commission March 23, 2016

Planning Commission reviewed all proposed 2016 Comprehensive Plan amendments Spring/Summer 2016

City Council adopts VISION ZERO policies December 12, 2016

Planning Commission transmits VISION ZERO policy recommendation to Council December 5, 2016

Transportation Commission recommends VISION ZERO policy amendments to Planning Commission November 9, 2016
Vision Zero: Program Elements

6 E’s
• Engineering
• Education
• Enforcement
• Encouragement
• Evaluation
• Equity
Welcome to Bellevue’s Crash Map Portal

Bellevue’s crash map portal is an interactive tool that enables the user to view collision experience citywide. This mapping tool identifies fatal and serious injury collisions using data provided by the Washington State Department of Transportation. Each mode of travel - pedestrians, bicyclists, and motor vehicles - can be seen independently on the tabs above or viewed as a combined data set here. The information reflects data over the 10-year period from 2007 to 2016.

The following chart provides an overview of the yearly occurrence of fatal and serious injury collisions for all modes of travel on city streets.

Traffic fatalities and serious injuries
All transportation modes, City of Bellevue, 2007-2016

Circles on the map represent either serious injury or fatal incidents. By selecting a particular circle on the crash map, additional information can be obtained describing the year of occurrence and other relative information about the incidents.
Vision Zero Action Plan: People

Amy Carlson, Vice President, CH2M HILL

Vision Zero =
All of us getting
home safe each
night.
Vision Zero Action Plan: Policy

Initiative: Developing action plan with community engagement
Descriptive: Analyzing and visualizing the magnitude of the problem
Active: Responding with activities in known problem areas
Adaptive: Planning ahead and learning how and where to optimize for impact

Open Data Nation: The Smart City Evolution, A Roadmap for Vision Zero
Vision Zero Action Plan: Timeline

- **Existing Conditions**: Sept ‘17 – Dec ’17
- **Policy Framework**: Jan ‘18 – Mar ’18
- **Action Strategies & Performance Measures**: Apr ‘18 – Jun ’18
- **Draft & Final Report**: July ‘18 – Sept ’18
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